Neutron Texture Investigations of Minerals, natural Ice and Fossils
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Neutron Quantitative Texture Analysis has been recognised for decades as a very powerful tool in examining rock deformation processes through fabric developments. More recently the Rietveld-Texture combined analysis [1] as given rise to even more interest in the use of neutrons, particularly for the study of polymineralic rocks.

After a brief review of this fairly recent methodology that will describe the many parameters accessible to nowadays neutron experiments, we will focus on four different examples of characterisation of rocks, ice and fossils:

- relationships between metamorphic and mineralogical evolutions of minerals and their deformation history, revealed by QTA and minerochemical studies, will be exemplified on amphibolitic metamorphic rocks [2],

- the grid-work textures of quartz formed in Siliceous-Crust-Type (SCT) horizons will be compared to Magadii-type (MT) chert textures, commonly interpreted as formed by Magadiite-mediated silica precipitation processes. Because of the strongly different genesis of SCT and MT formations, it will be shown the SCT do not form by a silica mediation [3],

- even in cases for which strong incoherent scattering occurs, for instance in neutron investigations of natural ice, it will be shown that texture information can still be extracted without the need of deuteration. Texture of a natural ice cube from the GRIP Greenland core has been analysed showing coherency of the generally admitted deformation processes for Greenland [4],

- mollusc phylogeny is affected by "missing” links that could be completed using
extinct fossil species, which however do not allow DNA analyses. The mineralised
remaining parts of the shells, fossilised or not, may provide in this case useful phylo-
genetic information. Textural parameters have been proved useful in the past [5] for
phylogenetic purposes using x-ray analyses. However, for large species and grains,
neutrons are more appropriate. This will be demonstrated on a Belemnite fossil anal-
ysis.
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